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Movember campaign
Goal accomplished!
Challenge

Prostate cancer is one of the most 

common cancers in men older than 50. 

Nearly 9, 000 men in Slovakia suffer from 

prostate cancer. Most of them disregard 

preventive checkups.

For this reason, almost 600 Slovaks per 

year die from prostate cancer. 

What we did

November or also Movember is known 

worldwide as the month of the fight 

against prostate cancer. 

Janssen created a unique campaign with 

the Slovak Association of Ice 

Hockey Players (SIHPA) and the 

Slovak Medical Society of Urology

and joined other countries in fight 

against prostate cancer.

“Goal accomplished!” mobilizes men in 

their 40s+ to book a preventive

examination at urologist’s. 

Key information

Target group: men older than 40

Key goals:

Awareness:  raise awareness about 

prostate cancer 

Improved prevention:

- destroy the taboo around prevention and 

make it more accessible

- mobilize men in the target group to go to 

a preventive checkup

Campaign duration: 

November 3, 2018 - December 15, 2018



IDEA



Story

„In hockey, a single game decided on winners and losers. In real life, it was a life or death decision.

And now, one match is waiting for you. Prostate examination.“

Idea and campaign was supported by main partners:

● Slovak Society of Urology (SUS) and Slovak Association of Ice Hockey Players (SIHPA)

and oncology patient organizations:

● League Against Cancer, No to Cancer and Europa Uomo Slovensko



I’ve accomplished my goal and I 

am proud of it. 

Will you nail it as well? 

Key visual



Ambassador

The face of the project was popular 

Slovak hockey player and coach

Róbert Pukalovič

who starred in a video asking men to 

sign up for a preventive urological

check up. 

As a recognized hockey player, he has 

helped to fight the stigma about 

preventative check ups. 



Activities



Channels 

Hockey games

Out Of HomeOnline

Video with ambassador

YouTube Pre-rolls

Web 

Media

Press conference

Google Search Network

SIHPA

Partners

League Against Cancer

SUS

Influencer Social Media

Google Display Network

PO No to Cancer

PO EUROPA UOMO

Video with ambassador Video with ambassador



Web



www.dalsom.sk

Web 

Online form for 
appointment



www.dalsom.sk

All communication channels referred people to the website www.dalsom.sk, where men could get more information about 

prostate cancer and schedule a preventive health check-up.

● The website includes a gallery of "heroes" where pictures of people with Movember moustaches are added. Through 

social networks, we encouraged celebrities to take a picture with a moustache and support the Movember

campaign.

● The web was visited by more than 7, 000 visitors, half of whom clicked on “Book the examination”. This section 

was the second most visited subpage on the website.

● A total of 28 men from several Slovak towns ordered for preventive examination at the urologist.

http://www.dalsom.sk


Hockey slang

● The unique thing during the whole campaign was the website. We create a subpage for online form 

for them. Men can make an appointment directly thru the website. 

● Another unique thing was using hockey terminology as way to describe prostate cancer and the 

whole process of campaign.

● We compare the illness, ordering for examination and the mechanics of the campaign to a hockey 

match. We wanted to get closer to the target group by using this type of language.

„Prostate examination is similar to a hockey match.  It is about preparation, courage and 

then, you can go on ice.“



Online form and heroes

● Men could order a checkup at urologist via online form.  First, they had to answer 3 questions which 

provide information whether they meet the condition of health insurance companies for a free 

preventive checkup. If so, they filled in the contact details. The Slovak Urological Society has 

informed men about doctors from various places in Slovakia, where men could be examined.

● As part of campaign we encourage people, celebrities and influencers to take a photo with a 

moustaches.Through this they become heroes of our campaign.

● All photos are published on the website, section „Our Heroes“



Assoc. Prof. Ivan Minčik, PhD

President of Slovak Urological Society



Web statistics

7 714 users visited the web during the campaign.

The number of session is 8 277, showing all users together.

Sources of visit:

1. Google Display

2. Paid search

3. Organic Search

4. Direct

5. Facebook



Page views
Page views: 13 523

Avg. Time on Page: 00:01:07

The most visited webpage was homepage followed by „Order for Examination“ page . We can deduce that men were interested in 

a preventive examination.



Google Display

Interaction: 3 774

Impressions: 2 423 115

Average price for click: 0,26 

Best advertisement

Numbers of Clicks: 1250

Views: 219 657

„ Even one hockey match can decide. 
Do play your own.“



Google search

Interaction: 3 723

Impressions: 49 227

Average price for click: 0,25

Best advertisement

Numbers of clicks: 3 064

Views: 36 027

Key words:

About prostate cancer, about 

examination, news, make 

appointment



Video



Video

Hard work, sweat and toil. 

In my life, I’ve played hundreds of 

difficult games. 

I found out that the most important ones 

are those outside the stadium. 

Schedule a preventive check-up and 

don’t let prostate cancer win. 

I’ve accomplished my goal and I am 

proud of it. Don’t worry, you can do it 

too,” campaign´s ambassador says in the 

video to other men. 

Views: 233 183

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=supU9GYG3zY


Hockey
games



Ice hockey stadiums

Apart from traditional online space we used ice hockey stadiums as a tool for our campaigns. In total 4 

movember games took place :

Bratislava 03/11/2018 HC SLOVAN vs. LOKOMOTIV JAROSLAVĽ
Košice 04/11/2018 HC KOŠICE vs. HK NITRA

Žilina      27/11/2018        HK ŽILINA vs.  HK BANSKA BYSTRICA
Poprad 30/11 /2018 HK POPRAD vs  HKM ZVOLEN

Reach of people: 28 866



Hockey games

The campaign was launched on 3 November 2018 at a hockey game in Bratislava. 

At Movember games, the ceremonial first puck was dropped by a urologist, the video cube shows the 

video starring Róbert Pukalovič and the moderator talked about Movember during the entire game. 

At the game in Bratislava, we also had advertisement in the hockey magazines which were distributed to 

all spectators.



Košice 04/11/2018

HC KOŠICE vs. HK NITRA

Urologist: MUDr. Ľubomír Lachváč, PhD.



Žilina  27/11/2018      

HK ŽILINA vs.  HK BANSKA BYSTRICA

Urologist: MUDr. Roman Mráz



Poprad  30/11/2018  

HK POPRAD vs  HKM ZVOLEN

Urologist: MUDr. Erik Chorvát



Special 
hockey pucks
to celebrate
Movember

Campaign puck was part of 

every Movember game.



Movember pucks were sent as gifts 

together with a letter, a leaflet and 

movember challenge to important 

stakeholders, including policy makers, 

as well as other influencers – singers, 

actors and bloggers.

Through their social media, they spread 

the idea of the campaign by posting 

photos with moustache and campaign 

hashtag #dalsom.

Letters



Press 
conference



Goal accomplished!

On 7 November 2018, a press conference entitled “Goal accomplished" was organized together with the Slovak 

Society of Urology, the campaign’s ambassador and the Slovak Association of Ice Hockey Players, a partner of the 

campaign. 

The press briefing was attended by more than 30 nation-wide media: TVs, radios, newspapers, etc.

A special Movember photo shoot took place during the briefing as well.





Movember jerseys

Thanks to auction of special movember jerseys, the profit will be given to patient organizations which 

fight against cancer and support Slovak oncology patients and their families:

Liga proti rakovine (League Against Cancer) 

NIE RAKOVINE (No to Cancer)  

Europa Uomo Slovensko



30 media outputs 

3 TV

22 online

5 prints



TV Markíza, 11.11

Avg. reach: 350 000



RTVS, 7.11

Avg. reach: 310 000



TV JOJ, 7.11

Avg. reach: 360 000



Plus jeden deň, 14.1



Zdravotnícke noviny, 15.11



netky.sk, 7.11



Hokej.sk, 7.11



Teraz.sk, 7.11



Sport.noviny.sk, 7.11



Vysetrenie.zoznam.sk, 9.11



1.pluska.sk, 14.1 



Be a hero
#dalsom



Slovak Movember challenge! 
Everybody can be part of the movement.

Supporting others with moustache photos and sharing them on social media using #dalsom. 

Challenge:

1. Take a picture with the moustache 

2. Publish the picture on Instagram or Facebook with hashtag

#dalsom #movember #sihpa #sus

3. Don’t forget to challenge your friends

At the picture: on the right- Bibiana Ondrejkova (actresses and 
reporter), behind- Patrik Herman (reporter), on the left- Jana 
Španková (OZ No to cancer)



From the left: Mojmír Prochádzka (Slovak actor) Robo Opatovsky (Slovak singer), 
Patrik Herman (Reporter) 



News presenters with moustaches

News presenters during 

prime time news 

surprised their colleague 

with “fake moustaches” 

to support MOVEMBER. 
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Thank you 
#goalaccomplished


